FOUNDATIONS OF ANALYSIS

GENERAL QUIZ FORMAT

This quiz consists of four questions. No partial credit will be assigned. On each of the questions one can earn a maximum of one point. Please work without the aid of notes, books, calculators, computers and other people.

1. **TF Question:** This question consists of **two or three** sub-questions. (Each of the **two or three** answers must be correct in order to receive credit [1 pt.] for the question.) For each the **two or three** sub-questions fill in the blanks with a T (true) or an F (false) as appropriate.¹

2. **Definition Question:** This question consists of **one or two** sub-questions. (Each of the **one or two** answer(s) must be correct in order to receive credit [1 pt.] for the question.)²

3. **Definition Question:** This question consists of **one or two** sub-questions. (Each of the **one or two** answer(s) must be correct in order to receive credit [1 pt.] for the question.)³

4. **Proof Question:** This question consists of **one** proof.⁴

¹All TF questions come directly from the TF list posted for the specific quiz.
²All definitions that may be asked are listed on the Quiz # Reference.
³All definitions that may be asked are listed on the Quiz # Reference.
⁴All proofs that may be asked are listed on the Quiz # Reference.